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Listening to War
How a 1941 symphony tells the story of
today’s conflict in Syria. | BY NAOMI SHULMAN
SHOSTAKOVICH
FOR THE
CHILDREN OF
SYRIA
Conducted by
George Mathew ’91

→ Mathew is
founder and
conductor of
Music for Life
International,
a series of
fundraising
concerts.
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MUSIC U Carnegie Hall, January 2006. George
Mathew ’91, conducting Beethoven’s Ninth
Symphony, glanced into the string section. His
undergraduate adviser, Jenny Kallick, the teacher
who’d first suggested he consider becoming a conductor, was playing the cello. Her presence was a
reminder that they were doing something unusual.
Kallick, along with every other musician on stage,
was a volunteer. The concert was being put on by
Mathew’s nascent organization, Music for Life
International—and it turned out to be the first of
many.

Mathew was a student at Hampshire College
when he first met Kallick. In addition to plowing
through all the course off
fferings for orchestra at
Hampshire, he took several courses at Amherst.
“Professor Kallick packed me off
ff to a summer
program at Tanglewood,” he says. Exposed to all
the workings of the orchestra (and, crucially, to the
great Leonard Bernstein, who took a shine to the
young student), Mathew returned ready to delve
seriously into conducting—and to transfer to Amherst. “Mr. Bernstein never hesitated to remind us
that music is best when understood outside itself,”
Mathew says. “That’s the fantastic thing about the
liberal arts approach—it’s always exploring from
another perspective.”
Fifteen years later Mathew—by then a staff
ff conductor at the Manhattan School of Music—was
watching the world around him crumble. First there
was the tsunami in Southeast Asia, then Hurricane
Katrina. “And there was an earthquake in Pakistan,
in the region right on the Indian border,” he says.
Gripped with the impulse to do something, he
did what he does. “I’d been studying the Ninth
Symphony of Beethoven,” he says. “Beethoven
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At Carnegie
Hall, Mathew
conducted
Shostakovich’s Seventh
Symphony.

“

uses Turkish music to push the point that even
though external identities may look different,
ff
they’re profoundly connected.” Mathew began
flirting with the idea of putting on a concert for
earthquake victims in Pakistan, as a way to underscore our connected humanity. “And the thing
snowballed. A number of my younger colleagues
volunteered, but principal players from the New
York Philharmonic and other orchestras from
Boston and Philadelphia also surged forward. Suddenly there we were, doing the Ninth Symphony
for South Asia at Carnegie
Hall.”
You can see
Thus Music for Life
it on the
International, a series of
fundraising concerts put
page, lines of
music running on by volunteer musicians
of the highest caliber, was
across like
born. After South Asia came
tank tracks.”
a Verdi requiem for Darfur,
then Mahler’s Third Symphony for children with AIDS.
In each case, Mathew sees the cause and the
concert as linked. “Shostakovich’s Seventh Symphony was written in 1941, when the Nazis laid
siege to Leningrad, and Shostakovich was trapped
inside the city,” he says off the most recent concert,
January’s Shostakovich for the Children of Syria. “He
wrote this piece in response to what he described
as the twin catastrophes of oppression from the
state and the horrors of war. Those twin shadows
resonated powerfully with the situation in Syria.”
Themes of war course through the symphony: “You
can see it on the page, lines of music running across
like tank tracks.”
When Mathew opened the Shostakovich concert
by explaining how the conflict
fl in Syria can be seen
refl
flected in a symphony written decades prior—and
how thatt piece was itself infl
fluenced by music created centuries earlier—New
—
York Times reviewer
James Oestreich was floored. “I have never been
quite so moved by that first movement, skillfully
placed in a context of contemporary war and suffering,” he wrote. “The performance will live in the
memory for having been being part of its time as
well as part of Shostakovich’s.”
Mathew is determined that his concerts be not
fluence for good within
simply off our time but an infl
it. “We can claim to do good through music,” he
says. “We are called to listen to the music, to listen
to each other, to listen from the other’s perspective.
If you listen to each other and adjust, you’ll both be
in tune.” k
Shulman has written for The New York Times, Real
Simple and other publications.
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SHORT TAKES

Delve into new books on teaching,
history, health care and the art
of negotiation. | BY KATHERINE DUKE ’05
Seeking “novel” experiences this spring? Wade into the Sea of Troubles, by
Dixon Long ’55 (CreateSpace), and search for The Parts Left Out,
t by Thomas
H. Ogden ’68 (Karnac Books).
When you’re in the mood for poetry, there’s Tomorrow Too: The Brenda
Monologues, by Don Colburn ’69 (Finishing Line Press), and Relocations:
Three Contemporary Russian Women Poets, edited by Professor of Russian
Catherine Ciepiela ’83 (Zephyr Press).
In nonfiction, Ben Stoltzfus ’49 brings together art and letters with Magritte
and Literature: Elective Affinities (Leuven University Press), and Dr. John
Liebert ’59 and William J. Birnes explore Wounded Minds: Understanding and
Solving the Growing Menace of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (Skyhorse).
Education is the focus of Timothy Quinn ’00’s On Grades and Grading:
Supporting Student Learning through a More Transparent and Purposeful
Use of Grades (Rowman & Littlefield); Contemplative Practices in Higher
Education: Powerful Methods to Transform Teaching and Learning (JosseyBass), by Economics Professor Daniel P. Barbezat and Mirabai Bush; and
Leading Dynamic Seminars: A Practical Handbook for University Educators
(Palgrave Macmillan), by James H. Anderson ’85 and Andrew H. Bellenkes.
Andrew S. Erickson ’01 presents Chinese Anti-Ship Ballistic Missile
(ASBM) Development: Drivers, Trajectories, and Strategic Implications
(The Jamestown Foundation) and No Substitute for Experience: Chinese
Antipiracy Operations in the Gulf of Aden (U.S. Naval War College).
History buffs
ff can learn about Western Union and the Creation of the
3 by Joshua D. Wolff
ff ’98 (Cambridge
American Corporate Order, 1845–1893,
University Press); Emil du Bois-Reymond: Neuroscience, Self, and Society in
y by Gabriel Finkelstein ’85 (MIT Press); and
Nineteenth-Century Germany,
the Battle of Big Bethel: Crucial Clash in Early Civil War Virginia by J. Michael
Cobb, Edward B. Hicks and Wythe Holt ’63 (Savas Beatie).
And for those looking to the future, Rohit Bhargava and Fard Johnmar
’97 introduce ePatient 2015: 15 Surprising Trends Changing Health Care
(IdeaPress).
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